1. Do you approve or disapprove of the Obama administration using drones to kill high-level terrorism suspects overseas?

- Approve: 53%
- Disapprove: 22%
- Not sure: 25%

2. Do you approve or disapprove of the Obama administration using drones to kill high-level terrorism suspects overseas, even if those suspects are American citizens?

- Approve: 42%
- Disapprove: 30%
- Not sure: 29%

3. Which of these comes closest to your opinion on whether it should be legal for the president to target a U.S. citizen inside the United States using a drone strike?

- This should be legal in extraordinary circumstances: 33%
- There are no circumstances when this should be legal: 47%
- Not sure: 20%

4. Should it be legal for the US to use drones to prevent a terrorist attack, even if it meant killing citizens inside of the United States, or is there no legal justification for that?

- It should be legal: 20%
- There is no legal justification: 50%
- Not sure: 30%